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to the mouth and patting it after the fashion of children, or one of
our own Indians in giving the war-whoop. Tanoa would not at first
look at the ball flying along and throwing up the water. When the
second was fired, he uttered the same marks of surprise as the rest;
and after the third, he begged that no more should be fired, as he was
amply satisfied with the honour, and the noise almost distracted him.
As they went about the ship, when they saw any thing that pleased
them, they would say-




Vi na.ka Vi naka.

In expressing their satisfaction for many things, they repeat the words
vi naka several times very quickly.

Suitable presents were now distributed to Tanoa and suite, consist

ing of shawls, axes, accordions, plane-irons, whales' teeth, and a variety
of other articles, among which was a box of Windsor soap, tobacco,
a musket, watch, &c. These were received with clapping of hands,
their mode of returning thanks. It was my intention to have had the
feast of rice-bread and molasses on board, but I found their numbers
so great that I determined on sending it on shore, and only treated
them to some weak whiskey and water in lieu of ava, with which they
were much pleased. The marines were put through their exercises,
marched and countermarclied to the music of the drum and fife, which
delighted them extremely. After being three hours on board, hearing
that the provisions for the feast had been sent on shore, they desired to
depart, and were again landed. The Tongese sang their boat-song as
they sculled his canoe; but this custom, according to Whippv, is not
practised by the Feejees.

I have scarcely seen a finer-looking set of men than composed the
suite of Tanoa. There was a great contrast between the Tongese and
Feejecs; the former being light mulattoes, while the latter were quite
black: their whole make seemed to point out a different origin. The
Tongese have small joints, and well-developed and rounded muscles,
while the Feejees' limbs are large and muscular; the latter are slender
in body, and apparently inured to hard fare and living. The difference
in manner was equally great: in the Tongese there was a native
grace, combined with fine forms, and an expression and carriage as if
educated; whilst there was an air of power and independence in the
Feejecs, that made them claim attention. They at once strike one as
peculiar, and unlike the Polynesian natives, having a great deal of
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